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                                                       Wonderful.Indonesia

                                                 
                                        

    
                                        Witness this rare moment captured by @watchluke; a monkey sitting in front of the landscape of Kelingking Beach in Nusa Penida. Nature has a way of showing us some extraordinary sights. So let it heal itself while you stay at home.

Inspire people to make their own #IndonesiaBucketList by sharing your past travelling moments in Indonesia on your social media. Don’t forget to use hashtag #IndonesiaBucketList and mention us @indtravel or add hashtag #WonderfulIndonesia for a chance to be featured.
#TravelTomorrow #StayatHome #ThoughtfulIndonesia
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                                        Literally translated as "the boiling lake", Kelimutu has three craters that apparently change colors and alternating between green, red, and blue which always independent of one another. Located in Flores, East Nusa Tenggara, you can take public transportation from Moni, the closest small town, to get to the parking lot before Kelimutu’s peak. From there, hike to see the otherworldly spectacle from the top of the world.
📷: @thefreedomcomplex
#Kelimutu #EastNusaTenggara #Indonesia #Travel #WonderfulIndonesia
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                                        This picture taken by @furstset shows the 47-meter-tall majestic Prambanan Temple in Yogyakarta. This temple is easy to get to; simply take a bus from Tugu Train Station or Halte Malioboro 1. Dream big. Never stop believing. The Earth is gradually healing. We are waiting for the best time for you to come and visit us.

Inspire people to make their own #IndonesiaBucketList by sharing your past travelling moments in Indonesia on your social media. Don’t forget to use hashtag #IndonesiaBucketList and mention us @indtravel or add hashtag #WonderfulIndonesia for a chance to be featured.
#TravelTomorrow #StayatHome #ThoughtfulIndonesia
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                                        Covered by thin mist all over the village, Wae Rebo in Flores, East Nusa Tenggara is deservingly holding the title "the town above the clouds". Reach this truly fascinating traditional village from Labuan Bajo Airport through Ruteng City and then proceed to Denge Village before trekking for 4 hours to Wae Rebo. 
📸: @backpackertampan
#WaeRebo #EastNusaTenggara #Indonesia #Travel #WonderfulIndonesia
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                                        How are you doing? We hope you're holding up strong and waiting to fulfill your desire to travel. Let this picture of Padar Island, by @justkay, spark your inspiration. It might not be safe to travel right now, but planning for the future is always good.

Inspire people to make their own #IndonesiaBucketList by sharing your past travelling moments in Indonesia on your social media. Don’t forget to use hashtag #IndonesiaBucketList and mention us @indtravel or add hashtag #WonderfulIndonesia for a chance to be featured.
#TravelTomorrow #StayatHome #ThoughtfulIndonesia
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                                        Here’s a bird’s-eye view picture of Raja Ampat, from @thetravelertwins, to inspire you to keep dreaming and never lose hope. The wait is coming to an end. Be a little stronger.

Inspire people to make their own #IndonesiaBucketList by sharing your past travelling moments in Indonesia on your social media. Don’t forget to use hashtag #IndonesiaBucketList and mention us @indtravel or add hashtag #WonderfulIndonesia for a chance to be featured.
#TravelTomorrow #StayatHome #ThoughtfulIndonesia
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                                        May this picture of Pulo Cinta in Gorontalo, by @backpackertampan, remind you that love is still here, holding us together in these difficult times. Let your dearest ones know how much you love them.
•
Spark positivity during these hard times by sharing your past moments #WheninIndonesia on your social media. Don’t forget to use hashtag #WheninIndonesia and mention us @indtravel or add hashtag #WonderfulIndonesia for a chance to be featured. #StayatHome #TravelTomorrow #ThoughtfulIndonesia
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                                        Stood over 2,329 meters above the sea level and situated 35 kilometers away from the city of Malang, Mount Bromo might not be the tallest mountain in the entire Java, but it sure delivers an otherworldly spectacle. Climbing to the summit takes about 20-30 minutes depending on how quickly you can haul yourself up the sandy slope. Dare to try the challenging experience?
A friendly reminder before visiting: a healthy lifestyle determines
📸: @fedorovdmitry
#MountBromo #Indonesia #Travel #WonderfulIndonesia 
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                                        We understand that one needs a lot of patience to remain indoors and avoid traveling at this moment. But your strong patience is what’s needed the most to make this world safe to travel again. Although the site is still temporarily closed, let us add the beauty of Komodo National Park in East Nusa Tenggara to your timeline in the hope that it positively inspires you to create a #TravelTomorrow wishlist. 
📸: @van_taylan •
•
Spark positivity during these hard times by sharing your past moments #WheninIndonesia on your social media. Don’t forget to use hashtag #WheninIndonesia and mention us @indtravel or add hashtag #WonderfulIndonesia for a chance to be featured. #StayatHome #ThoughtfulIndonesia
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                                        Let this picture from @sashajuliard virtually transport you to Kenawa Island, West Nusa Tenggara while you keep lying in your bed and #StayatHome. Don’t worry. Soon you will be able to feel the tropical breeze touch your skin again. But right now, it’s time to rest for a while and distance ourselves from the outside world while the Earth heals. #StayatHome #TravelTomorrow
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									InDOnesia CARE
								

							
							
						

					
					
						The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy introduced InDOnesia CARE, a symbol of support for Indonesia’s strong effort in implementing the cleanliness, health, safety, and environment protocols across the tourism industry as mandatory precautions. All to assure travelers that InDOnesia CARE for your safety, health, hygiene and comfort.
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						Make sure to learn about all the immigration requirements that should be fulfilled before visiting Indonesia, including e-passport and e-visa.
					

                    
                


					
						
						
							
								
                                    
								

								
									General Information
								

							
							
						

					
					
						Find everything you need to know about how to get here, what regulations that should be noted, and many other things vital in arranging your travel plan to Indonesia.
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